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Were These Errors Engraved on Purpose?
Inverted & Mirrored Plate Numbers

on Fractionals - Part H
By Rick Melamed

S INCE MY INITIAL RESEARCH ON INVERTED AND MIRRORED PLATE NUMBER NOTES on
fractionals three years ago (SPMC Vol. XLII, No.1, January/February 2003), quite a few more examples
have been added to the census. (14) New examples have been discovered and the list has been updated
accordingly. Also with further research a couple of deletions to the list were necessary (see page 62). Some

new observations have been noted and I will do my best to elaborate. But the big question is...were
Inverted/Mirrored Plate numbers done on purpose and as a prank by apprentice engravers?

Before continuing, a brief explanation of fractional plate numbers is necessary. VVhen fractional sheets were
made a single plate number was engraved onto the face and back plates on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd issues. On 4th issue
faces, the plate number was added as a stand alone process and not engraved into the actual plate. That would
explain why the placement of plate numbers on the face of 4th issue notes can vary; while on the first three issues,
their position is static. Plate numbers on 4th issue backs and on 5th issues faces and backs were engraved into the
selvedge portion of the sheet. The only known example of a plate number on a 4th issue back is an FR1301 and is
only there because the note's top selvedge was not trimmed off (see the 2003 SPMC article for a photo).

The plate number was usually engraved into the margin of the notes and their existence was for accounting
purposes only. Since not part of the note's design element, they are frequently partially or wholly trimmed off.
Still whole plate numbers on a note are not uncommon. But since only two plate number notes are possible per
sheet (one face, one back) they are still pretty scarce. Much rarer is a plate number engraved inverted or in mir-
rored image. Since the mundane task of plate accounting was performed by an apprentice engraver, the existence
of inverted and mirrored plate numbers was either due careless engraving or a whimsical attempt by the engravers
for some humor.

It's not a far stretch to imagine an apprentice or two, in a fit of boredom or horseplay, engraving the plate
number inverted or in mirrored image. Since their existence was not meant for the general public to see, I think it
can be reasonably assumed that some inappropriate actions were possible. I base this theory on several observa-
tions:

• Inverted/Mirrored plate numbers are very, very rare on regular 2nd issue notes. Only 2 examples are known to
exist on an FR1245 and FR1316. Two examples out of 345 plate numbers is a reasonable ratio to assume an
engraving error. Also one of the examples, an inverted 66 on an FR1245 could have been easily inverted by
accident since "66" and "99" are so similar in design. Why is there a much greater preponderance of plate
number errors on 3rd and 4th issue notes? I theorize that the engraving of 3rd and 4th issue plate numbers
was an attempt by an apprentice to put one over.

• Why are inverted/mirror plate numbers much more prevalent on 3rd issue Spinner and Justice notes than the
other 3rd issue denominations (3c, 5c, 100 and 25o)? Again, could it be the alleged culprit only engraved
plate numbers on Justices and Spinners and not on the other denominations? Plate numbers frequently show
up on all 3rd issue denominations, but 90 to 95% of inverted/mirrored plate numbers are found on the 50o
denomination.

• Then there is the quantity of examples to consider. There are far too many examples of inverts/mirrors to justi-
fy that many engraving mistakes. 70 different examples will translate to a relatively high percentage. How
many plates were used...maybe 1000? There are 70 unique inverted/mirrored plate numbers known and more
yet to be discovered. That's roughly 7%. This is a relatively large percentage of errors and one can postulate
safely that some of them were done on purpose. Please note: the exact number of plates used for fractionals is
unknown. There is an accounting of plates for the first three issues; no accounting of the quantity of plates
used for the 4th and 5th issue exists.

• On 4th issue notes, the inverted plate numbers are inverted on a consecutive string of FR1259s. Please note
that there is an inverted plate number #18, 20 and 21 (is there an inverted 19?). Also inverted 4 and 5, and
inverted 32, 33 and 34. I don't think this is a coincidence. Could it be further proof of this theory? Perhaps
so (see illustrations).

• There are two blocks of (8) plate numbers for 2nd issue specimens. The first block of (8) encompasses plate



FR1232SP-WM-Face — Mirror 334

FR1232SP-WM-Back — Mirror 335

FR1283SP-WM-Face — Mirror 339
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numbers 1-8. The second block of (8) specimens is from plate numbers: 334, 335, 336, 337, 339, 341, 342 &
345. Of the (8) plates used for the 3xx series on the 2nd issue wide margin specimens (face and back for each
denomination...5c, 100, 250 & 50c) (3) of the examples exhibit mirrored plate numbers. Unlike regular issue
notes where many different plates per denomination were used, only one plate was used for each specimen
type in the 3xx series. The (3) known examples are illustrated below:
Since the plate number on specimen notes was engraved on the very edge; finding an untrimmed example

with the plate number (and the deckled edge) is very, very rare. The only research on 2nd issue wide margin speci-
men notes with plate numbers is confined to these three examples, and all three are mirrored! One can wonder if
three of the eight plates on the 3xx series have mirrored plate numbers, do the other five plates have mirrors? Again

if such a high percentage is mirrored, is this a
case of an engraver purposely engraving the
plate numbers incorrectly? One would think
so. Any additional information on other wide
margin specimens with plate numbers would be
greatly appreciated (please email me at rico-
nio@yahoo.corn).

I think the evidence presented makes a
convincing case that inverted/mirrored plate
number notes could very well have been
engraved in mirrored or inverted image on pur-
pose. Maybe all the engravers were in on the
joke and not just the apprentices. One would
think that the master engravers proofed the

plates, and while design elements were never
compromised, all could share the inside joke
when it came to plate numbers. And why not?
How many times, in the name of anti-counter-
feiting protection, were the designs changed, or
surcharges added, or the paper was changed
(thick fiber, fine fibers, watermarked, un-water-
marked, etc.). The government must have been
making the engravers crazy with different
requests.

To add insult to injury along comes
Spencer Clark, whose inappropriate behavior
got him in lots of hot water. He had the
audacity to make the engravers put his portrait
on a note. Oh, I'm sure the engravers had a few
unkind words behind Clark's back. They got
even in their small inconsequential way. . .an
inverted plate number here, and mirrored plate
number there. By the 3rd issue they snuck in a
few and by the 4th issue they were going hog
wild.

From the contrarian's point of view some-
times one cannot see the forest in front of the
trees. It's quite possible that I've over thought
this, and the reality is that the engravers were
so intent on the note design that they over-
looked the plate numbers because they were
nothing more than an accounting function and
ultimately not worth paying attention to. After
pondering this and discussing the subject
among the fractional fraternity, I ultimately
believe there was purposeful intent to engrave
plate numbers inverted and mirrored.
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From top left: Is this Plate #29 or an inverted Plate #62? Inverted #s 4, 5, 18, 20, 21, 32, 33, 34

After 140 years it looks like their secret has finally been uncovered and now we're all in on the joke. The
whole thing is pretty funny when you think about it. I'm sure the engravers would much rather be engraving $100
notes rather than the lowly fractionals. All this adds to the wonderful folklore of fractionals.

In conclusion, no real research was ever attempted earlier, so the list of examples will continue to grow. It will
probably never be completed. I have to extend many thanks to all my fractional buddies who have shared my
enthusiasm and contributed to this ongoing research. They have been scanning bourse floors, bidding for me in
auctions that I cannot attend, and generally keeping their eyes open for new examples. Every time a new example is
discovered, I dutifully add it to the list. In the end collecting is a passion we all share. If we can contribute a little
bit of information to the hobby, then we have distinguished ourselves not merely as collectors, but enthusiasts who
appreciate the history of our hobby and how it relates to the history of our great country. Always remember, we
never really own the notes in our collection; we're just holding them for the next guy.

In no special order, and certainly not limited to, I want to thank Benny Bolin, Bob Laub, Mike Marchioni,
Torn Denly, Martin Gengerke, Rob Kravitz, Tom O'Mara, Bruce Hagen, David Treter, Jerry Fochtman, Len
Glazer and Milt Friedberg.

Discovery Note Found
Only Known Example of a Regular 3rd Issue Red Back fractional

with an Inverted Plate Number
Towards the end of last April I received the

Heritage/CAA Torn O'Mara Auction Catalog. What started
as a rumor mushroomed into a full-blown event. Torn
O'Mara was selling only the 2nd complete collection of regu-
lar issued fractionals (Martin Gengerke's was the first at the
FUN sale in 1995). This was certainly the most eagerly await-
ed catalog since the Ford sale from 2004.

Everyone has his/her special interests and mine is the
inverted/mirror plate numbers notes. A lot of the readers are
now in possession of a former O'Mara treasure. I knew Tom
was selling off his FR1301 with the mirrored 6 on the back (lot
15785), and this is a note that I have really wanted for years.

I first became aware of its existence in 2001 when I

began research on my first article on inverted/mirror plate
number notes. Torn, who was the President of the FCCB at
that time, helped me considerably in writing the first article
and sent me the scan of the FR1301. It's a great example and
the only known example of a 4th issue note with an inverted
plate number on the back. It exists because the top selvedge of
the note remained untrimmed. Anyway the scan appeared in
the first article and I have been bugging Torn these past few
years to sell it to me.

My logic was flawless: "Tom, please sell me the note, I
have 60 different examples of inverted/mirror plate number
notes and the FR1301 belongs with the others. I must have
it!!" Alas, each time I was politely rebuffed by Torn with,
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Inverted and Mirrored Plate Number Notes 	 revised 6/1/05
Friedberg # Inverted Plate # Position Reference
1226 2 Back (2) in RM Collection
1230 28 (900 rotated) Face Private Collection
1245 66 Face Private Collection
1255 inverted 83 Back RM Collection
1255 inverted & mirror 83 Back Valentine Reference, RM Collection
1256 inverted & mirror 83 Back Valentine Reference
1256 6 partial Face Private Collection (could be plate #26, 36, 56, 76, 86, 96, 106, 116 or 126)
1259 4 Face RM Collection, RM Smythe 10/04 Lot 2702
1259 18 Face eBay Item number: 3928205557
1259 20 Face 2x RM Collection, lot 2760 Goldberg 2/01 -
1259 21 Face lot 688 - CAA 1/97-RM collection
1259 32 Face RM Collectionx2
1259 33 Face Valentine Reference
1259 34 Face lot 898 CAA 2/02-RM Collection
1259 62 Face RM Collection
1267 mirror 5 Face #5310 CAA 9/01 & Valentine reference &RM x2
1267 Sheet mirror 5 Face Lot 1005 Stack's 5/04
1267 20 Face ebay : 3922038088
1269 4 Face Private Collection
1269 10 Face RM Collection
1271 7 Face RM Collection
1294 partial 48 Back Private Collection
1294 6x Face RM Collection
1301 mirror 6 Back RM Collection from O'Mara 5/05 CAA Auction Lot 15785
1303 10 Face #702, NASCA 5/77
1303 partial 54 unknown Private collection; lot 841 CAA 9/02
1316 partial 3 unknown Private collection
1320 12 Face Lot 91, Glazer Mail Bid Sale #1
1328 Mirror 1 Face Ref By Richard Jacobson
1331 partial 6 Back #5270 CAA 9/01-RM Collection
1331 mirror 21 back RM Collection
1332 32 Back RM Collection; lot 2031 Lyn Knight 6/04
1334 32 Back RM Collection
1336 32 partial Back #819 CAA 2/02*, #145 1/95, #15214 9/04*, Lot 16042 May 2005 O'Mara Sale
1335 44 Back Private collection
1336 partial 44 Back #16691 CAA 1/03
1337 partial 44 Back Private collection
1343 Partial 36 Back RM Collection from Lot 16052 May 2005 O'Mara Sale
1338 partial 44 Back RM collection
1358 mirror 21 Back RM Collection
1360 29 Back RM Collection
1360 68 face RM Collection
1362 mirror 21 Back lot 873 CAA 2002 - RM Collection
1362 12 Back Private Collection
1362 w/inv surcharge 18 Back Valentine Reference
1363 12 Back Private collection; lot 841 CAA 9/02, Lot 933 Stacks 5/04, Lot 77 Stacks 6/05
1363 32 Back RM Collection
1363 partial 20 Back lot 16744 - CAA 1/03
1363 22 Back RM Collection
1363 partial 2 Back could be plate # 20, 21, 22, 45, 25, 27, 28 or 29 - RM Collection
1363 32 Back RM Collection
1364 22 Back Lot 15478 1/05 FUN
1364 2x Back RM Collection
1364 29 Back Valentine Reference
1365 20 Back RM Collection (2); Lot 935 Stack's 5/04
1365 12 partial Back Valentine Reference
1365 29 partial Back RM Collection
1365 22 partial Back Lot 21260 6/15 CAA internet auction and now w/ RM
1365 41 Back Lot 79 Stack 6/05, RM Collection
1368 12 Back RM Collection
1368 32 Back lot 884 CAA 2/2002; lot 938 Stacks 5/04
1368 44 partial Reverse RM - Lot 15535 CAA 9/05 sale
1369 29 Back Private Collection
1369 32 Back RM Collection
1371 mirror 21 Back Private Collection
1371 29 Back Several Exist
1371 42 Face Valentine Reference
1372 partial 29 Face RM Collection
1376 21 Face Private Collection
1232SP-WM-OBV 4x Partial Private collection (2nd digit is not definable)
1232SP-WM-OBV mirror 334 partial RM Collection
1232SP-WM-REV mirror 335 RM Collection
1251SP-WM-REV 11 Several Exist
1255SP-WM-REV 11 Several Exist
1283SP-WM-OBV mirror 339 Private Collection
1294SP-WM-OBV 13 (900 rotated) Private Collection
CFT1295 mirror 51 Back Counterfeit - private Collection
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"Rick if I ever decide to sell it I'll let you know." Oh well, you
cannot blame a guy for trying.

Anyway, when the realization that the sale was going to
happen during the Central States Convention in St. Louis, I
began checking the Heritage/CAA Website daily where the
lots generally hit the Internet before the hard catalog arrives
in the mail. I wanted confirmation that the FR1301 would be
in the sale. Sure enough when O'Mara's collection hit the
website, the FR1301 with that mirrored 6 was there as expect-
ed and I began to get excited. I went through the rest of the
website really not expecting anything too significant in the
way on inverts/mirrors. When doing my research for my ini-
tial article, Tom had indicated that he went through his col-
lection and reported what inverted/mirrored plate number
notes he possessed. Tom had quite a lot of special notes.
What with pedigrees from Milt Friedberg, the largest collec-
tion of fractional errors ever offered, and an impressive collec-
tion of autographed notes, this was not just a sale, this was
going down as one of the great fractional sales ever.

As I was making my way through the catalog...OMY-
GOSH!! A true discovery!! The first known example of an
inverted/mirrored plate number on any regular 3rd issue red
back (including the 50, 100, 250 & 500 3rd issue denomina-
tions). They abound on green backs; on red backs no exam-
ples were known until now.

And I cite from the Heriage/CAA May 2005 auction
catalog:

"Lot #16052 FR.1343 Milton 3R50.3a Third Issue
Justice Very Choice New. With a hair more top margin, this
bright flashy impeccable Justice would make the elusive
Superb Gem grade. It features deep original embossing, per-
fect colors and reflective bronze. The note also has an invert-
ed back plate number "?6," likely 36. This inverted number is
not listed in Rick Melamed's newly updated census, which
appeared in the winter 2005 FCCB periodical. In fact, no

inverted or mirrored plate numbers are listed for any Red
Back Justice. (600-up)"

Heriate/CAA was correct on all counts; up to this point:
there were no known examples of inverted/mirrored plate
numbers on Red back Justice (also Spinners, a technicality
because they use the same back). I also agree with
Heritage/CAA when they state they believe it's an inverted
plate #36. This is a true discovery note and it's a significant
find (as an aside, it was a thrill to see my name mentioned in
the auction catalog; I got a few emails and calls from friends
ribbing me that I made the big time because my name was in
the catalog!).

For those who think that this may be a regular (non-
inverted) "9x" plate number, that's not possible. According to
the BEP list of fractional plates, for 500 Justice/Spinner faces
and Type 1 backs, the issued plates stop at 94. More specifi-
cally: Plate 90 is a back; Plate 91 is back; Plate 92 is a back;
Plate 93 is a face no signature wide margin specimen; Plate 94
is a back.

A careful study of the first partial digit clearly indicates
that the partial numeral is definitely not a "0", "1" "2" or "4"
(the "3" was an face).

Also for those who postulate the partial first numeral
could be an "8" or an inverted plate "86," that also is not pos-
sible. The same BEP plate list indicates that plate #86 was for
the face. There is enough of a design element in the partial
first numeral and support documentation from the BEP to
conclude positively that this note possesses an inverted plate
#36. (Editor's note: The note brought $1753.75 including
buyer's premium.)

This kind of story gets buried what with the FR1255A,
FR1373A, FR1352, negative essays, presentation book, etc.
All I can say is that all these rarities were known entities, but
the FR1343 with the partial inverted 36 is a discovery note and
its existence was not known until this time.

The following is a list of proof notes, as submitted and cataloged by Tom O'Mara,
from the Smithsonian Institutes holdings:

PKG SCHED DENOM DESCRIPTION PROOF 	 PLATE INVERT or MIRROR

NO. NO. IMPRESSION NUMBER
NUMBER

1 240 3 cts 3rd Issue Backs 145346C 	 6 Invert
1 240 3 cts 3rd Issue Backs 145347C 	 2 Invert

1 240 3 cts 3rd Issue Backs 145349C 	 9 Mirror

1 240 3 cts 3rd Issue Backs 145362C 	 24 Invert

6 245 10 cts 3rd Issue Green Backs 145544C 	 107 lower left corner = wrong corner

8 247 10 cts 2nd Issue Face 71 Invert

10 247 25 cts 2nd Issue Face 238 In wrong corner
note = plate g's on this 2nd issue 25 ct 4x5 note sheets in bottom

4 corner convergence

11 247 25 cts 2nd Issue Back 219 "9" only is backwards

11 247 25 cts 2nd Issue Back 222 Upside down . all #s backwards

11 247 25 cts 2nd Issue Back 234 Invert

11 247 25 cts 2nd Issue Back 226 Written
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